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Abstract: The concept of sustainable development (SD) has become widely accepted among nations,
organisations, and individuals. Recent quantitative and conceptual models have indicated relations
between stakeholder perspectives of SD, brand image, and customer satisfaction. The purpose of
this study is to estimate a Sustainable Development Index (SDI) as an easy applicable survey item
which is used to estimate customer perceptions. By applying a PLS path model, comprising of the
EPSI models variables and the suggested items of SDI, this study evaluates relationships between
aspects of customer experience and customers’ perception of SD. The estimated score of SDI is
further analysed as an approximate measure of universal SD items applied in the literature. As
such, the study contributes to the research community by further integrating customer perception
of SD in frameworks measuring customer experience. The study data comprises cross-sectional
multi-industrial customer perception data, consisting of 606 final respondents. The results show
empirical support of the constructed index relation as an approximate measure of universal SD items
and as a driving aspect of the customer experience.

Keywords: sustainable development; customer satisfaction; triple bottom line; PLS-PM

1. Introduction

The concept of sustainable development (SD) has been on the global agenda for fifty
years and is now widely accepted among nations, organisations, and individuals alike [1–6].
According to the Brundtland Commission, SD is defined as a development that meets the
needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their needs [7]. Theoretical perspectives of SD have been broadly discussed and
applied, including several different requirements for what should constitute a sustainable
organisation [8–11]. However, despite decades of research, there is a need for further
studies on the integration of SD with core business measurements and processes [12–14].
Simply put, there seems to still be a gap between SD theory and practice [2,13,14].

Elkington, Topfer, and Walker presented the concept of a triple bottom line (TBL) to
compliment classical management focus with three SD dimensions [15–17]. Thus, a single
bottom line of financial performance was extended to include economic, environmental,
and social performance. The TBL approach has become well-known and widely used as a
framework for SD measurement and management in organisations [1,4–6,18].

In short, the three TBL dimensions can be described as follows: The people or social
equity bottom line refers to fair business practices towards labour and the society in which
an organisation is operating [19]. The success and well-being of the organisation, its
workforce, and other organisational stakeholders is interdependent. As such, organisations
complying with TBL seek to contribute to the overall strength and growth of its community.

The planet or environmental bottom line refers to development where ecologically
destructive practices should be avoided. Organisations which have adopted the TBL may
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focus on reducing its ecological footprint by managing its consumption of energy, natural
resources, as well as non-renewable inputs and outputs [20–22].

The profit or prosperity or economic bottom line deals with the economic value created
by an organisation. In the TBL concept, the economic value created, or the profit itself, needs
to be evaluated from the perspective of society as whole. Therefore, in a TBL approach, the
economic bottom line is arguably not to be interpreted as traditional corporate accounting
measures. However, in practice, the economic TBL dimension is generally reported within
the frameworks of classical financial reports [14].

There has been significant progress in mapping positive attributes from stakeholders
regarding SD. Research has found that organisations which are successful in communicating
adequate SD policies and initiatives may evoke several positive attributes. For example,
organisations perceived as sustainable gain attractiveness and retain employees [23,24]. SD
efforts have also been found to enhance reputation and brand image [25,26]. Moreover,
it has been shown that customers positively affected by perceived SD show increased
loyalty [8] and satisfaction [26,27], which in turn influences the organisations financial
results [13,27–29]. Despite this progress, SD models are still complex and difficult to
implement. Therefore, there is a need to make SD more understandable and workable for
everyday business life [8,13,14], especially regarding customer perceptions.

The purpose of the study is to estimate a Sustainable Development Index (SDI) as
a reflective aspect capturing customer perceptions of intertwined SD dimensions and to
estimate SDI effects on EPSI Rating variables. EPSI Rating, formerly known as the Euro-
pean Satisfaction Index, is a well-known adoption from the Swedish Customer Satisfaction
Barometer [30,31]. The EPSI model framework encapsulates the customer experience into
five drivers of brand image, customer expectations, product quality, service quality, and
perceived value which creates customer satisfaction and loyalty. As suggested in the lit-
erature, a significant relationship between SD and other variables measuring customer
experience is expected [8,25–27]. Thus, by using the EPSI Rating customer satisfaction
model (see Appendix B) as well as earlier research measuring customer perceptions of
sustainability, this paper aims to take a first step towards creating a practical index variable
of SD. The relevance of including SDI in different customer segments is, from the proposed
setup, evaluated by the strength in the relationships towards EPSI Rating variables. Sec-
ondly, for SDI to be considered as a measure of SD, it is also suggested that SDI should be
related to several universal SD items.

2. Theoretical Frame of Reference

Theories on SD have been thoroughly reviewed and discussed throughout the years,
see, for instance, reviews by [32–40]. A search in scientific databases shows that the
literature in the field is extensive, diverse, and difficult to overlook. A simple search pattern
was conducted in a variety of academical databases. Keywords such as “sustainability”
or “sustainable development” yielded millions of hits. To capture the complexity of the
subject, a comprehensive literature review by [19], focusing on SD in organisations, has
been used as a theoretical frame of reference in this study.

This study does, as such, apply the SD conceptualisation of sustainability. How-
ever, consensus regarding meanings and content of sustainability concepts is far from
universal [10,11,41]. Commonly applied academical concepts are corporate social respon-
sibility (CSR), corporate sustainability (CS), and SD [5,41]. These concepts all share com-
mon roots and are generally denoted as similar concepts consisting of a three pillar, or
a triple bottom, structural framework reflecting economic, social, and environmental
sustainability [1,4–6,10,18,21,42,43].

Today, several different structural layouts of the three-pillar/TBL framework exist [1].
Commonly applied graphical descriptions of the relationships between the three pillars
are intersecting Venn diagrams, completely intertwined Venn diagrams, and a parallel
independent structure [1,10]. The three-pillar framework has been thoroughly studied and
found to be dependent on both context and different stakeholders [1,2,10,13]. For instance,
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when studying sustainability reports, the economic dimension in TBL seems to generally
be interpreted as standard financial performance [13], while in other cases as a prerequisite,
or constrained by social and environmental factors [1,18].

In short, the economic pillar can be described as a production system that satisfies the
present levels of consumption without compromising future needs [22]. Social sustainability
seeks to improve social equity and justice, labour practices, organisational governance,
etc., by economic growth with perseverance of environmental factors [6,20,22]. Finally,
environmental sustainability is described as a form of governing natural capital constrained
by economic input and output [20–22]. It concerns the balance between development and
conservating a productive, resilient environment which may continue to support human
life [6]. In accordance with previous listed definitions, sustainability, conceptualised by SD,
in this paper, is seen as an integrated concept where each pillar is a dependant function/cost
of the others.

3. Development of Instrument Measures of Perceived SD
3.1. Scale Development

Churchill proposed a procedure of eight steps to develop instrumental measures [44].
The eight steps include: (1) specify the domain of construct, (2) generate sample of items,
(3) collect data, (4) purify measure, (5) collect data, (6) assess reliability, (7) assess validity,
and finally, (8) establish norms. The procedure is not a straightforward process, and several
iterations may be performed given non-satisfying results. This study is influenced by
Churchill’s procedure but applies the standard layout as a rough baseline/inspiration for
techniques. As such, this study may be said to be located at stage 4 where a practical pilot
sample of data is evaluated from its relevance as a construct and relationships towards
other measures. Techniques recommended by Churchill and the adaptions applied in this
paper are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Churchill’s techniques for developing measures of market constructs and adoptions used in
the paper.

Procedure Step Techniques Recommended Techniques Used in Paper

1. Specify the domain of construct Literature search Literature search

2. Generate sample of items Literature search, focus group, critical
incidents, insight-simulating examples Literature search, panel of experts

3. Collect data Survey data from the EPSI database

4. Purify measure Factor analysis, coefficient alpha Convergent reliability, composite
reliability, coefficient alpha

3.2. Customer Perceptions and SD

The relationship between customer experience measures and customer-based per-
ceptual SD has been previously investigated by various scholars [41]. Most previous
studies have developed research models around the concept of CSR [41]. As previously
argued, CSR, CS, and SD may be seen as concepts demonstrating economic, social, and en-
vironmental concerns in interactions with stakeholders and business processes [1,10,21,41].
Following this theoretical frame of reference, this study builds from the conceptualisation
of a customer-based perceptual sustainability framework in [41]. Each customer is here
asked to evaluate a set of organisational associations which reflect to what extent an organi-
sation is perceived to approach SD concerns in its overall strategy and interactions with its
stakeholders. Brown and Dacin asserted similar perceived associations such as:

“might include perceptions, inferences, and beliefs about a company; a person’s
knowledge of his or her prior behaviours with respect to the company; information about
the company’s prior actions’ moods and emotions experienced by the person with respect
to the company; and overall and specific evaluations of the company and its perceived
attributes” [45].
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Overviews of earlier scale implementations, mainly measuring perceived CSR and CS,
are referred to [2,8,41]. From these studies’ extensive literature reviews, several multidi-
mensional SD items have been summarised for use in this study.

3.3. Development of an SDI

As mentioned, the purpose of this study is to develop a Sustainable Development
Index (SDI) as an applicable survey item which may further be used to predict the effect of
customers’ experiences. Items summarising earlier developed multidimensional scales, as
well as items capturing parts of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGS) [46] are mainly
adapted from the results of [2,8,41]. All SD items are treated independently, but a general
classification based on TBL has been adopted from [2,8]. Moreover, a mixed category of
two items is suggested. The SD items are outlined in Table 2.

Table 2. SD item, source of its adaptation, and proposed TBL dimension.

Dimension Item Adaptation

Economic Pursues long term success/activity. [2,8,47,48]
Environmental Tries to offer services that are compatible with the environment. [49–53]

Environmental Does everything possible to eliminate or reduce the negative
effects on the environment. [49,50,54]

Environmental Reduces its consumption of natural resources. [2,53]

Environmental Strives to minimise the consumption of resources that affect the
natural environment (negative). [8,41,49]

Social Working to prevent child labour and unfair working conditions. [51,54]
Social Improving the general well-being of society. [47,48,55,56]

Social Treat their employees without prejudice with regard to their
gender, ethnicity, and religion. [2,46,50–52,54]

Social Actively work to improve the equality within the organisation. [47,50,57]
Economic/Social Creates and sustains jobs in the region. [2,8,50]
Economic/Social Contributes to limiting poverty. [46,50,51]

In contrast to extracting factors from the previous applied items, as suggested by
Churchill [44], this study proposes the construction of a latent score of SDI by three new
holistic items (SDI items 1:3). The proposed SDI questions aim to function as an overall
reflective approximation of the items in Table 2, capturing the intwined variance between
the TBL dimensions. From a practical approach, three holistic items would yield a short
applicable construct which could, to a greater extent, include other measures without
risking bias from respondent fatigue. Construction of the SDI items has been influenced
from the items retrieved in previous literature, [2,8,41], as well as consulted by experts on
quality management and sustainability; for list of experts, see Appendix C.

The items have been purposefully constructed in a holistic sense to allow respondents
to reflect on different parts of TBL more freely regarding their actors’ actions. This im-
plementation is suggested to create a more dynamic view of SD. The SDI items are listed
as follows:

• Organisation XX (XX is replaced by the name of the actor in question) invests in a sustainable
growth considering future generations (SDI1) is an item targeting the customer’s percep-
tion of a provider’s overall long-term thinking with regard to several dimensions of
sustainability. The item is adapted from [49,50].

• Organisation XX strives for economic success without compromising social or environmental
factors (SDI2) is an item influenced by several other items probing the customer’s
perception of a provider’s financial focus in relation to social and environmental
dimensions of sustainability. This item is mainly adapted from [2,50].

• Organisation XX demonstrates societal responsibility socially, environmentally, and financially
(SDI3) is the third manifest item, where the respondent may zoom out and reflect
on all three combined dimensions. The item is adapted from the dominant graphic
literature of sustainability as an intersection between the TBL dimensions [1,2,8]. Thus,
an actor excelling in sustainable development should be perceived to excel in all three
aspects by its customers.
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4. Methodology and Hypothesis Development
4.1. Hypothesis Development

As several conceptual measures of sustainability have been conducted, a large array of
sustainability items already exists and have been applied in an explorative and confirmative
setup [2,8,41]. These models often result in detailed questionnaires which, to a large extent,
capture each specific dimension of SD. In contrast, and in an effort to make such SD
measures more workable, this study suggests merely three holistic manifest items used to
estimate an overall SDI score in relation to other customer experience measures.

The first model, the Customer model (see Section 4.2), is deployed by estimating a
latent score of the SDI by a partial least square path model (PLS-PM) setup. The score
of the SDI is created by weighting the holistic SDI items to estimates coefficients, which
maximizes the coefficient of determination in its endogenous constructs [58]. The model
provides results in forms of an SDI score as well as estimated effects between the SDI
and other customer experience variables. The purpose of the Customer model may be
summarised in the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Are there any significant effects between SDI and EPSI model variables of
customer experience?

The SDI score, previously obtained in the Customer model, will then be used in a
subsequent analysis to evaluate the relation of the SDI score as an approximative measure of
a universe of SD items, used in previous confirmatory studies (see Section 4.3 and Table 2).
This analysis is conducted by estimating correlations coefficients between the universal SD
items and the score of the SDI.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Is the SDI score a valid approximative measure of a universe of SD items?

Finally, the relationship between the SDI and the EPSI model latent variable of cus-
tomer satisfaction is analysed in different industrial segments. This analysis aims to
evaluate possible heterogenous preferences of SDI as a driver for customer satisfaction
among customers in different industry segments.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Are relationships between SDI and customer satisfaction heterogenous between
industry segments?

4.2. Customer Model

The Customer model is a PLS-PM approach which is used to estimate the relationships
between the SDI and customer experience aspects from the ESPI model. PLS-PM is a method
and technique to estimate structural equation models by a component-based estimation pro-
cedure which differs from the covariance-based LISREL-type approach. [58–62]. PLS-PM
uses multiple regression techniques to estimate network structures between unobserved
latent constructs/variables (LV) and their observed manifest items/variables (MV). Exam-
ples of similar methodological applications have been presented in research on customer
satisfaction drivers [63], customer behaviour utility [64], relations between EPSI scores and
financial performance [28,29], and CSR perceptions linked to EPSI model variables [26].
The choice of applying a PLS-PM setup fell on its robust and well-known usage in customer
experience models, its ability to identify key drivers, and frequent use of latent variable
scores in subsequent analyses [58].

The EPSI model measures customer experience from a third order hierarchical com-
ponent PLS model including LVs such as brand image, customer expectations, product
quality, service quality, value for money, customer satisfaction, and customer loyalty [31];
see Appendix A. Customer satisfaction and loyalty are regarded as results which are in-
creased by being favoured in the remaining driving LVs. All underlying EPSI manifest
items are included (EPSI items and the complete questionnaire is presented in Appendix B).
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The theoretical framework needed for including the SDI in the EPSI structural model is
beyond the framework of this study. Thus, the SDI is treated as an exogenous latent variable
with direct paths towards the EPSI latent variables. Estimations of all latent variables are
performed by a reflective measurement allowing the internal consistency of latent variables
to be evaluated [58,60]. The reflective measure aims to maximise the overlap between
interchangeable factors [58], which is consistent with the view of overlapping intertwined
measure of TBL and the SDI items. The PLS-PM setup uses the path weighting scheme, as
suggested by [58], and calculation specifications from [30]. Each latent variable is as such
obtained by the normalised weighted average of its MVs. This implementation extends the
practical usability and interpretation of the structural effect relationships. The mathematical
derivation of this implementation is referred to [65].

Figure 1 displays the setup of the Customer model. PLS-PM estimations are computed
in R v 3.6.1 software. The goal of the Customer model may be said to estimate a holistic SD
latent variable score, which can be used as a first approach to identify if SD is a driver for
the customer experience. If this is the case, the specific organisation may apply the score in
subsequent analyses or conduct extended SD models.
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4.3. Relationship between SDI and Universal SD Items

In the Customer model, SDI is assumed to be a valid approximation of the perceived
satisfaction of an actor/organisation’s SD actions by its customers. To empirically validate
SDI as a predictor of SD, the estimated SDI score should arguably be related to the indi-
vidual SD items, see Table 2, used in previous confirmatory sustainability scale research.
Dunaetz recalls this process as a convergent validity procedure as it demonstrates that
the concept is related to theoretically similar measures, which may be applied when con-
structing new shortened constructs [66]. We argue that for SDI to be able to work as a
possible standalone approximation of the SD items, this analysis should be performed on
the already estimated score previously obtained in the Customer model.
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There are several possible methods which could be used for this analysis [58,67].
One method, suggested by [68], is to evaluate the bivariate correlations between the SD
items and the construct of SDI. The correlations coefficients are expected to be at least 0.5 and
preferably larger than 0.7 [58,69,70]. The threshold of 0.7 simply implies that the shared
variance between the item and SDI is larger than the error variance [58,60]. Hence, the
convergent validity between SDI and the SD items may be established. The relation between
SDI and the SD items is further evaluated in comparison to the correlation between SDI
and the EPSI latent variables. Preferably, to establish a weak form/indicative measure of
divergent validity, the correlation coefficients between the SDI and the SD items would show
stronger dependence than the coefficients found between the SDI and EPSI latent variables.

4.4. Industrial Segments Driver Analysis

The data are further divided into industrial subsets. For each industry segment,
the SDI is regressed by an OLS model against the EPSI model latent score of customer
satisfaction. The relationships between the SDI and the overall customer satisfaction are
thus evaluated from different industrial customer segments.

4.5. Data Collection and Processing

The study data comprise computer assisted web interviews from multi-industrial
private customers in Sweden, collected during 2020. The setup was chosen to represent
customers distributed from banking, telecom, insurance, and energy, all present in the pub-
lic domain and engaging a large national representation of private consumers. The data are
retrieved from the EPSI rating database and comprised of 964 respondents, approximately
uniformly distributed over the sample industries.

All items follow a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 10 combined with an additional option
of do not know. Questions/items used in the analysis are transformed into a 0–100 scale
which is commonly applied in EPSI model setups [65]. The full questionnaire may be
found in Appendix B. To limit possible estimation biases [71], with regard to missing values
(“don’t know” answers), the data are cleaned for respondents which had not answered all
SDI manifest items. Moreover, a strict criterion was implemented to exclude respondents
who did not have the knowledge to give a score on more than 50% of the items in Table 2.
Thus, the original data, 964 interviews, were reduced by 37% making the final data consist
of 606 individual observations. The largest drop of respondents occurred in the telecom
and insurance industries, where around 43% of the respondents were excluded. In banking
and energy industries, approximately 30% of the original data set was omitted. Remaining
missing values were replaced with cross-industrial mean imputation.

Data have been processed using SPSS v 24 and R statistical software v 3.6.1 throughout
the paper. The following Table 3 displays the sample profile.

Table 3. Sample profile.

Age

18–29 years 8%
30–44 years 27%
45–59 years 33%
60+ years 33%

Gender

Woman 46%
Man 54%

Education

Basic/elementary/secondary 4%
Upper secondary school/high school 35%

Post-secondary education 15%
University 45%

Don’t know/Do not want to answer 0%
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As seen in Table 4, the correlation between items in different a priori TBL classifications
is commonly strong. It is notable that SDI 1–3 display moderate/strong correlations against
items in all prior classified TBL groups.

Table 4. Pearson correlation table over all SD items used in the paper. All correlations coefficients are
significant and have p-value < 0.01.

Pursues Long Term Success/Activity. 1

Tries to offer services that are compatible with
the environment. 0.64 1

Does everything possible to eliminate or reduce the
negative effects on the environment. 0.71 0.77 1

Reduces its consumption of natural resources. 0.60 0.83 0.80 1

Strives to minimise the consumption of resources
that affect the natural environment (negative). 0.63 0.85 0.81 0.88 1

Working to prevent child labour and unfair
working conditions. 0.56 0.70 0.63 0.72 0.73 1

Improving the general well-being of society. 0.75 0.75 0.86 0.72 0.74 0.61 1

Treat their employees without prejudice with regard
to their gender, ethnicity, and religion. 0.53 0.60 0.50 0.59 0.61 0.72 0.54 1

Actively work to improve the equality within
the organisation. 0.57 0.69 0.61 0.66 0.70 0.84 0.62 0.81 1

Creates and sustains jobs in the region. 0.53 0.68 0.58 0.65 0.65 0.66 0.59 0.63 0.69 1

Contributes to limiting poverty. 0.51 0.77 0.69 0.76 0.73 0.69 0.64 0.53 0.66 0.69 1

SDI 1 0.69 0.83 0.79 0.84 0.88 0.72 0.76 0.61 0.71 0.66 0.73 1

SDI 2 0.65 0.75 0.72 0.76 0.77 0.69 0.69 0.59 0.64 0.63 0.74 0.82 1

SDI 3 0.70 0.83 0.79 0.82 0.84 0.73 0.79 0.66 0.71 0.68 0.76 0.87 0.85 1

5. Results
5.1. Customer Model Results

The following results are based on the PLS-PM Customer model and comprise multi-
industrial data.

Table 5 displays summary statistics for all constructed latent variables. SDI receives
the lowest mean value score (56.2). The standard deviation varies around 20.7–24.0 units for
all latent variables. Table 6 shows measures of internal consistency of the LVs. The measure
of Cronbach alpha is above the suggested threshold of 0.7 [72], regarding all LV variables.
The measure of composite reliability also exceeds the threshold of 0.7. Values of Cronbach
and composite reliability over 0.9 are however criticised by [58,73] while regarded as a sug-
gested standard for applied research by [69]. All LVs exceed the threshold of 0.5 regarding
the Average Variance Extracted (AVE) [58]. The first eigenvalues for all LVs, in Table 6, are
considerably larger than the second. This measure indicates unidimensionality among the
LVs. Table 7 displays the correlation between the LVs in the Customer model as well as
the Fornell–Larcker criterion in the diagonal elements. The Fornell–Larcker criterion is an
estimate of the LVs discriminant validity. Several large correlations are found among the
LVs. However, as the Fornell–Larcker criterion is larger than each bivariate LV correlation,
discriminant validity is established [58]. The results from Tables 5–7 indicate an adequate
fit which further allows analysis of path relationships.

Table 8 displays the direct effect in the final regression stage of the Customer model
PLS-PM. All paths are shown to be significant and the largest effects from the SDI are
found in paths towards customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, service quality, and image.
Coefficients of determination are found to be weak in product quality and expectations. All
other paths show moderate strength in their coefficients of determination which range from
0.32 to 0.37%. Considering this simple model, an increase in SDI is shown to have a signif-
icant positive effect towards other variables of the customer experience, thus providing
support of H1.
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Table 5. Summary statistics of latent variables in the Customer model.

Latent Variable Mean Standard Deviation Range Standard Error of Mean

SDI 56.2 20.8 100 0.8
Image 68.2 20.7 100 0.8

Expectations 74.2 20.2 100 0.8
Service quality 58.5 22.4 100 0.9
Product quality 72.1 19.5 100 0.8
Perceived value 64.3 21.4 100 0.9

Customer satisfaction 63.9 20.4 100 0.8
Customer loyalty 66.2 24.0 100 1.0

Table 6. Validity and reliability analysis of latent variables in the Customer model.

Latent Variable Item Name Loading Cronbach Alpha Composite Reliability AVE 1st Eigenvalue 2nd Eigenvalue

SDI1 0.91
0.91 0.94 0.85 2.56 0.26SDI SDI2 0.91

SDI3 0.94
Image1 0.90

0.90 0.93 0.83 2.48 0.30Image Image2 0.90
Image3 0.93

Expectations Expect1 0.94
0.87 0.93 0.89 2.48 0.30Expect2 0.94

SQ1 0.91

0.92 0.94 0.80 3.22 0.35
Service quality SQ2 0.92

SQ3 0.87
SQ4 0.88

Product quality PQ1 0.94
0.81 0.90 0.84 1.68 0.32PQ2 0.90

PV1 0.94
0.90 0.94 0.83 2.50 0.34Perceived value PV2 0.94

PV3 0.86
CSI1 0.92

0.91 0.94 0.85 2.54 0.25Customer satisfaction CSI2 0.91
CSI3 0.92
Loy1 0.92

0.93 0.96 0.89 2.67 0.22Customer loyalty Loy2 0.95
Loy3 0.96

Table 7. Correlation table combined with bold marked values of the Fornell–Larcker criterion in
the diagonal.

SDI 0.92
Image 0.58 0.91

Expectations 0.46 0.64 0.94
Service quality 0.61 0.79 0.57 0.90
Product quality 0.47 0.77 0.57 0.69 0.92
Perceived value 0.56 0.81 0.58 0.80 0.77 0.91

Customer satisfaction 0.61 0.87 0.61 0.82 0.77 0.86 0.92
Customer loyalty 0.58 0.79 0.56 0.76 0.69 0.82 0.87 0.94

Table 8. Customer model path results.

Path β 95 CI R2 T-Value p-Value

SDI -> Image 0.58 (0.51, 0.64) 33% 17.3 0.00
SDI -> Expectations 0.46 (0.38, 0.53) 21% 12.6 0.00

SDI -> Product quality 0.47 (0.40, 0.54) 22% 13.0 0.00
SDI -> Service quality 0.61 (0.55, 0.68) 37% 18.9 0.00
SDI -> Perceived value 0.56 (0.50, 0.63) 32% 16.7 0.00

SDI -> Customer satisfaction 0.61 (0.54, 0.67) 37% 18.8 0.00
SDI -> Customer loyalty 0.59 (0.52, 0.65) 34% 17.7 0.00
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Figure 2 provides a graphical overview of the results in the Customer model PLS setup.
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Figure 2. Displays the estimated loadings as well as structural path model results in the Customer
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significance paths at p-value < 0.01.

5.2. Relationship between SDI and Universal SD Items

Table 9 shows the results of a correlation analysis between the score of the SDI and the
SD items in Table 2. Two of the SD items fall below the threshold of 0.7. However, given a
95% confidence interval, both items include the threshold of 0.7. The highest correlations
are found in the a priori classified environmental items. All correlations between SDI
and SD items surpass 0.61, which is the highest correlation found between SDI and EPSI
variables, see Table 7. The results indicate that the SDI score is a valid approximative
measure of the universal SD items. This result further provides evidence to support H2.

Table 9. Bivariate correlation table of SD items towards the score of SDI.

Dimension Variables Pearson Correlation <-> SDI 95 CI R2 p-Value

Economic Pursues long term
success/activity. 0.71 (0.66, 0.75) 50% 0.00

Environmental
Tries to offer services that are

compatible with
the environment.

0.84 (0.81, 0.86) 71% 0.00

Environmental
Does everything possible to

eliminate or reduce the negative
effects on the environment.

0.80 (0.76, 0.83) 64% 0.00

Environmental Reduces its consumption of
natural resources. 0.84 (0.81, 0.87) 71% 0.00

Environmental

Strives to minimise the
consumption of resources that

affect the natural
environment (negative).

0.87 (0.85, 0.89) 76% 0.00

Social Working to prevent child labour
and unfair working conditions. 0.75 (0.71, 0.78) 56% 0.00
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Table 9. Cont.

Dimension Variables Pearson Correlation <-> SDI 95 CI R2 p-Value

Social Improving the general
well-being of society. 0.78 (0.74, 0.81) 60% 0.00

Social
Treat their employees without
prejudice with regard to their
gender, ethnicity, and religion.

0.65 (0.60, 0.70) 43% 0.00

Social
Actively work to improve the

equality within
the organisation.

0.72 (0.68, 0.76) 52% 0.00

Economic/Social Creates and sustains jobs in
the region. 0.69 (0.64, 0.73) 47% 0.00

Economic/Social Contributes to limiting poverty. 0.78 (0.74, 0.81) 61% 0.00

5.3. Industrial Segment Results

Table 10 displays regression results from a simple regression analysis where SDI is
regressed against customer satisfaction. The results are divided into segments of industrial
belonging. All models show a significant positive relationship between the constructs.
The largest regression coefficient is found in the energy industry with a coefficient of
determination of 50%. The banking industry has a similar regression coefficient as the
total multi-industrial sample but a larger coefficient of determination of 44%. Weaker
relationships are found in both the insurance and telecom industries. The result indicates
heterogenic customer preferences about the importance of SDI, as a driver for customer
satisfaction, in the industrial segments, thus indicating support of H3.

Table 10. Regression results divided by industrial segments. SDI is treated as the independent
variable regressed against the dependent variable, customer satisfaction.

Industry SDI -> Customer Satisfaction β 95 CI R2 p-Value

Total 0.61 (0.54, 0.66) 37% 0.00
Bank 0.60 (0.50, 0.70) 44% 0.00

Telecom 0.45 (0.29, 0.60) 19% 0.00
Insurance 0.63 (0.49, 0.76) 37% 0.00

Energy 0.74 (0.62, 0.84) 50% 0.00

6. Discussion

This study has evaluated a proposed framework for measuring perceived sustainabil-
ity. In contrast to using an extended list of items, thoroughly reflecting each sustainability
dimension, one latent construct of three underlying manifest items is proposed. The SDI
presented could be seen as a practical extension of previously researched methods of mea-
suring perceived SD. As the perception of a sustainable actor, from the viewpoint of an
individual customer, may be mainly influenced by only one of the dimensions, a manifest
SDI item is proposed to capture the overall perception of sustainability. Hence, the SDI does
not have to strictly reflect all TBL dimensions but rather indicate a general interpretation,
such as the top of mind of the customer. To further extend the use of an SDI as a managerial
tool, it must also be possible to measure its effect, directly or mediating, towards other key
performance measurements as well as an approximation of its tangible importance. In this
study, such connections are evaluated from its effect on EPSI variables which, as previous
research has shown, influences financial business performance [28,29].

Results from the Customer model show strong internal consistency of the SDI as an
independent construct, but also in a combined model with the latent EPSI model variables.
There are however valid concerns regarding how strong the relation between an underlying
manifest item and its LV should be. Authors such as [58,73] argue that Cronbach and
composite reliability values of 0.9 are satisfactory, while values above 0.9, and especially
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0.95, are not desirable. Large reliability values may be indicators of redundant items and
may further boost error term correlations. In contrast, Refs. [69,72] reported values between
0.9 and 0.95 as satisfactory. Especially, Ref. [69] state that measures used in applied research,
where important decisions are made with respect to specific test scores, reliability values
of 0.90 are a minimum and that 0.95 should be considered as a desirable standard. As
this study applies a practical approach, the proposed manifest block is regarded as an
adequate fit for an unobserved construct. Given concerns regarding large intercorrelations
between the SDI item, as measures of similar phenomena, future applications may revise
the underlying items or simply choose to exclude one of the items from the construct.

The Customer model extended the use of the SDI as an exogenous variable directly
related to all EPSI model latent variables. The result yielded significant positive effects
in all paths. It may be concluded that integrating an SD variable in an extended EPSI
model, directly pathed towards one of the stronger drivers, would yield substantial effect
on customer satisfaction and loyalty. This result may be seen as a useful extension of
previous research in [13,26,65]. The Customer model shows weak to moderate coefficients
of determination. The result indicates that the model might be suffering from omitted
variables/information, such as the EPSI models structural relations, or heterogeneity among
customer preferences. Moreover, SDI receives the lowest mean score in comparison to
the EPSI model variables. This result indicates a general dissatisfaction from customers
regarding their actor’s sustainability efforts. However, it may also be seen as an area of
opportunity for actors wanting to distinguish themselves from other market competitors.
The Customer model results should only encourage further research, possibly where a
construct of SD, such as the SDI, is included in the structural model of the EPSI framework.
A robust analysis may then be performed to capture the effect size and predictionary power
of SD in an integrated customer experience framework.

The suggested SDI is a new construct of an SD measurement. As such, it was relevant
to establish the relation between the proposed construct and a universe of SD items applied
in the literature. This analysis would arguably strengthen further practical use of the
SDI as an independent questionnaire construct. The results show that all SD items have
moderate to strong correlations towards the score of the SDI. The SDI also displays stronger
correlations with the SD items in comparison to the EPSI model latent variables. From
this analysis, it is arguable that the validity of the SDI, as an approximative measure of
the SD items, is established given the estimation technique of the Customer model. SD
items prior classified as belonging to the TBL environmental dimension displayed the
strongest correlation towards the SDI score. This result differs from [2] who found that the
social dimension was the most influential aspect among customers in the tourism industry.
However, since climate change and environmental concern have gained attention as a
top-of-mind from society as a whole, it is reasonable to assume that the environmental
factor is the most influential factor for this multi-industrial sample.

By evaluating the specific industry segments, the results from the regression analysis
indicate that the prediction power and the effect upon customer satisfaction varied between
different industries. Further, both banking and the energy industry had less “don’t know”
answers for the manifest SDI items in comparison to both telecom and insurance. As noted
in previous research [26], large proportions of “don’t know” responses might indicate
insufficient and unclear market communication by the industry actors rather than faulty
items—the customers actually do not know. The importance for actors, to be perceived as
sustainable by its customers, is as such found to be dependent on the specific industry.

Given different preferences among industries, it might further be relevant to assume
the existence of a variety of customer segments, both within industrial and societal sectors,
where the interest in SD is of even greater importance for customer satisfaction and loyalty.
In accordance with the methodological choice of a PLS-PM model, a Response Based
Unit Segmentation (REBUS) analysis is proposed for future research. REBUS as well as
other cluster methods could reveal important information about customer segments where
concerns about SD have a greater impact on the overall customer experience.
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It should be critically noted that the SD items in this study were only a subset of the
items found in earlier literature. Especially, only one item was classified as belonging
strictly to the economic dimension. This concern will be addressed in upcoming studies
to further establish the relation between the proposed SDI and the economic dimension.
More advanced techniques, such as factor analysis, could also be applied to both establish
latent traits for each TBL dimension and further evaluate their relationships towards SDI.
This type of analysis could yield greater understanding of factors which affect the score of
the SDI itself. Following the process procedure outlined in [44], a continued development,
comprising an extended structural model framework and a larger data sample, is suggested.
This extended additional data sample analysis could further be used to establish external
validity of the SDI and its relation to customer experience.

7. Conclusions

Sustainable development (SD) has been on the global agenda for decades. The concept
has been thoroughly researched and discussed. Nonetheless, there is still a gap between
academic theories, political rhetoric, and actual deployment in practice. As recent research
indicates, issues of SD have become increasingly important for both employers, employees,
and customers as well as other societal stakeholders, and the need for deeper research on
the integration of SD with core business processes has also been emphasised. This study
may be seen as an extension to that field of research, creating a perceptual model combining
core business attributes with TBL aspects.

This paper estimates a Sustainable Development Index (SDI) by identifying three un-
derlying manifest questions based on previous research, reflecting customer perceptions of
sustainability. The analysis shows that the proposed SDI variable has an adequate internal
consistency and strong explanatory characteristics from previously applied measures of
sustainability. Our contribution is to now introduce a PLS-PM approach to measure the
perception of SD through the customers’ eyes and hopefully make it more meaningful and
workable from a practitioner’s point of view. The proposed EPSI model development could
offer an effective way of capturing important customer feedback and guide organisations
forward in their quest to improve their SD efforts beyond just a verbal communication or
formal reporting. Future research is also suggested to explore causal relationships between
the SDI score and other existing frameworks of customer experience. Such research, with a
new sample of data, could further enhance the knowledge and relevance of SD measures
as well as to evaluate the external validity of the framework.

The model suggested in this study could assist in decoding and selecting non-financial
indicators needed to measure SD in the eyes of customers and other stakeholders. Although
this research is limited to pilot testing based on a narrow data set, there are important
relationships to consider as previous research has also shown. It is reasonable to assume
that for organisations to achieve sustainable success, factors such as being local, close to its
customers (physically and digitally), as well as being able to communicate and cocreate
around relevant SD initiatives will remain important.
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Figure A1. The EPSI model of customer satisfaction 2020.

Appendix B. Questioner

Table A1. Study questionnaire. Contains information regarding the items’ category, latent group,
item name, as well as the item metadata.

Category Latent Item Name Item

Direct item Pursues long term success/activity.

Direct item Tries to offer services that are compatible with the environment.

Direct item Does everything possible to eliminate or reduce the negative
effects on the environment.

Direct item Reduces its consumption of natural resources.

Direct item Strives to minimise the consumption of resources that affect the
natural environment (negative).

Direct item Working to prevent child labour and unfair working conditions.

Direct item Improving the general well-being of society.

Direct item Treat their employees without prejudice with regard to their
gender, ethnicity, and religion.

Direct item Actively work to improve the equality within the organisation.

Direct item Creates and sustains jobs in the region.

Direct item Contributes to limiting poverty.

Manifest SDI SDI1 Organisation XX invests in a sustainable growth considering
future generation.

Manifest SDI SDI2 Organisation XX strives for economic success without
compromising social or environmental factors.

Manifest SDI SDI3 Organisation XX demonstrates societal responsibility socially,
environmentally, and financially.

Manifest Image Image1 It is easy being a customer of XX.

Manifest Image Image2 XX cares about their customers.

Manifest Image Image3 XX is reliable.

Manifest Expectations Expect1 Expectations of products/goods and services at actor?

Manifest Expectations Expect2 Expectations of the customer service at?
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Table A1. Cont.

Category Latent Item Name Item

Manifest Product quality PQ1 Products/goods and services suit your needs.

Manifest Product quality PQ2 Technical services (app, website, online services).

Manifest Service quality SQ1 To keep you well informed about what affects you as a customer.

Manifest Service quality SQ2 You feel valued as a customer of XX.

Manifest Service quality SQ3 You receive the help you require.

Manifest Service quality SQ4 Proactivity (to take initiative and make relevant offers)?

Manifest Perceived value PV1 The customer service at XX?

Manifest Perceived value PV2 Quality of the products and services XX offered?

Manifest Perceived value PV3 Quality of the products and services XX offered?

Manifest Customer satisfaction CSI1 Overall satisfaction of XX.

Manifest Customer satisfaction CSI2 Fulfilment of expectations.

Manifest Customer satisfaction CSI3 How well do you think XX compares with your ideal provider?

Manifest Loyalty Loy1 If you would need to choose a provider, how likely is it that you
would choose XX again?

Manifest Loyalty Loy2 How do you usually talk about your provider? In a negative or
positive way?

Manifest Loyalty Loy3 If a friend or colleague asks you for advice, how likely is it that
you would recommend XX?

Table A2. Introduction text to each item by latent and categorical group.

Category Introduction Text

Image Based on what you have seen and heard, how do you agree with
the following statements. . .

Expectations How are your. . .

Product quality How are your experiences with regard to your actors. . .

Service quality How do you experience your actor in terms of. . .

Perceived value Given the fees and prices that you pay, how would you rate the. . .

Customer satisfaction Given all your experience with your actor, how would you rate. . .

SDI and direct items To what extent do you agree with the following statements. . .

Appendix C. Experts Considered in the Process of Developing SDI Items

Table A3. Panel of experts used to evaluate the practical usability of the SDI items.

Expert Affiliation Area of Expertise

Professor Mats Deleryd Mälardalen University Quality, environmental, and
sustainability management.

Professor Anders Fundin Mälardalen University
Quality technology and management,

operations management, and
change management.
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